Newsletter
On June 28th, Aspire igen held the FUTURE project demonstration event: and career innovation and
game storming workshop. The event involved representatives from regional universities,
Department for Work and Pensions, local high schools career guidance practitioners, trainers and
education experts.

The Future Time Traveller game is a European innovation, combining the career guidance towards
the jobs of the future with game-based learning in 3D virtual world environment. Players participate
with their avatars in the game, which teleports them in 2050 to discover how the world of work is
going to change. The missions and challenges in the game help participants find out about the jobs
of the future and develop many career skills in the same time.

The participants in the event also joined a career innovation workshop, in which they exchanged
good practices and managed to generate ideas about new career games and tools. A lot of useful
tips and inspiring good practices about game-based learning in career guidance have been shared
during the workshop.
The presentations from the event are available here: http://future-time-traveller.eu/bank-ofcreative-ideas/

Here is some feedback from the participants in the FUTURE demonstration event in Bradford:
"I think the game is great it provides a much needed tool that can galvanize young people to think of
their future in such a relevant way. The project day was informative especially the sharing of best

practice in terms of game based learning, this project is exciting and will have great impact on
communities who don’t visualize their future.

To support innovation in career guidance, by 31.12.2019 the FUTURE partnership launches a
European Competition for innovative career guidance tools and instruments. The competition aims
to enhance, recognize and promote good practices of innovative tools, interactive games, scenarios,
methods, platforms and other digital and non-digital game-based instruments for career guidance,
information and counseling. It is open for career guidance professionals from all European countries.
The application is only via email by 31 December 2019.
Find out more information here – http://future-time-traveller.eu/competition-for-innovative-careerguidance-services/

To foster the active participation and empowerment of young people, the consortium of partners
have created the Time Capsule “Jobs of the Future” contest across the 7 partner countries for young
people aged 13-19. This contest encourages young people to explore their idea of what kind of
future jobs, the challenges, skills and jobs that may appear. The participants can describe their ideas
of future jobs in short text, 1 minute video or a short presentation. Winners will be awarded with
solar charger, action camera and Bluetooth speakers. The deadline is December 31st and the young
people can participate either through the game or submit their ideas directly through the application
form here.
Find out more information here – - http://future-time-traveller.eu/en/mission-6-en/

